Background: Molecular biology data exist on diverse scales, from the level of molecules to -omics. At the same time, the data at each scale can be categorised into multiple layers, such as the genome, transcriptome, proteome, metabolome, and biochemical pathways. Due to the highly multi-layer and multi-dimensional nature of biological information, software interfaces for database browsing should provide an intuitive interface that allows for rapid migration across different views and scales. The Zoomable User Interface (ZUI) and tabbed browsing have proven successful for this purpose in other areas, especially to navigate the vast information in the World Wide Web.
Background
In molecular biology, it is important to look at reactions and behaviours of specific molecular components, both at the micro-level and at the macro-level, which we refer to as -omics. Biologists therefore must constantly traverse across micro-, meso-, and macro-levels of biological knowledge to gain insight into the workings of the cell. Moreover, our current understanding of cellular phenomena is also highly multi-layered, organised as assemblages of several -omic spaces such as the genome, transcriptome, proteome, metabolome, and biochemical pathways [1] . Each of these layers represents a projection of cellular anatomy containing unique sets of molecules and interactions and is often epitomised by distinct, high-throughput experimental technology for the comprehensive measurement of constituent entities. -Omic layers also provide a biological context for the visualisation and interpretation of data, and serve as a gateway to information stored in a database [2] . For example, the popular two-dimensional genome map viewer, Gbrowse, provides an entry point for browsing the model organism genome database, GMOD [3] , and biochemical pathway databases such as KEGG [4] , BioCyc [4] , and Reactome [5] can be visually explored from illustrated pathway maps.
However, due to the availability of these public databases on the World Wide Web, a technical difficulty in representing the comprehensive set of the highly complex data in each of these -omic layers, within a single seamless graphic, has resulted in limitations in the user interface. The majority of current Web interfaces require several steps of user interactions to browse through the diverse scales, with delays between them for HTTP transactions. For example, to browse the biochemical pathway involved with glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate in KEGG, a user would start from an abstracted overview of the Metabolic Pathways map (map01100), click to proceed to the Carbohydrate Metabolism map (map01101), and then finally click to go to the Glycolysis/Gluconeogenesis map (map00010), which has enough resolution to show member enzymes and compounds. Subsequently, one would then have to switch between this map and an adjacent but separate map of the Pentose Phosphate Pathway (map00030). A similar user interaction is required for genome browsers to start from the chromosome illustrations and then focus in on a certain chromosomal locus so that the genes of interest are finally visible on the map.
The recent introduction of the Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX) and the so-called Web 2.0 paradigm allows for the realisation of the development of Webbased applications with a more intuitive user experience, and these developments overcome technical limitations [6] . With this new development paradigm, the Zoomable User Interface (ZUI) has proven to be effective to browse scalable data, especially with the success of Google Maps for multi-scale geographical information [7] . ZUI is also utilised for the visualisation of biological data [4, [8] [9] [10] , and the next versions of Reactome [11] and GBrowse [12] using AJAX ZUI are under development at the time of this writing.
Existing databases, however, are also typically equipped with only a single view mode and are thus specific to one layer of -omics, making comparative browsing among multiple layers difficult. For example, to see whether two adjacent enzymes in a biochemical pathway are coded closely together within a genome, one would have to access different databases implemented with incompatible interfaces. Therefore, to allow for intuitive browsing of multi-omic information for a given organism, it is desirable for a database browser to have ZUI, as well as seamless access from multiple view modes with a consistent user interface. Tabbed browsing for Web pages is a popular implementation for such a purpose.
In light of these requirements for an accessible user interface, this report introduces Genome Projector, a searchable genome browser with ZUI using Google Maps API and tabbed browsing for multiple -omic layers, in particular focusing on the chromosomal organisation of genetic elements in bacterial genomes. Genome Projector currently contains 4 views for 320 bacterial genomes: a circular genome map, a traditional genome map, a biochemical pathway map, and a DNA walk map.
Implementation
Genome Projector is developed with G-language Genome Analysis Environment version 1.8.4 [13] [14] [15] with Ext-JS framework 1.0.1 for Web interfaces using the AJAX Web programming paradigm [16] and Google Maps API [17] for ZUI. Google Maps API was chosen for ZUI because of its high performance, ability to zoom with mouse scroll wheel operation, and popularity, so that users are already accustomed to the interface and therefore can navigate intuitively.
Map generation and backend database
Large images of the genome maps (8192 × 8192 pixels) were generated using GD and SVG Perl modules from 320 circular bacterial genomes downloaded from the RefSeq FTP site [18] , and images for the biochemical pathway map were obtained from the ExPASy server and merged [19] . These images were split into 256 × 256 pixel regions using the ImageMagick utility [20] to prepare them for the Google Maps API. Google Maps API loads images using Mercator projection coordinates, so the inter-conversions among this coordinate system, genomic position, and image pixel coordinates, as well as search queries, are processed by CGI scripts upon AJAX calls. Because the Web interface (View) is separated from the data source (Model), any backend database can be used with appropriate CGI handler (Controller). By default, Genome Projector uses tab-delimited flatfiles similar to General Feature Format (GFF), generated with Restauro-G bacterial genome re-annotation software [21] . Restauro-G adds annotations from the UniProt KnowledgeBase [22] , NCBI COGs [23] , Pfam [24] , and PSORTdb [25] to the given genome flatfiles. EC numbers are used as primary identifiers instead of genomic positions for the biochemical pathway map.
Results and discussion
Genome Projector is available from the project Web site [26] as a Web-based application, along with detailed documentation, a downloadable software package for instal-lation, and a development Application Programming Interface (API). Figure 1 shows a screenshot of Genome Projector with the circular genome map of Escherichia coli K12. When a genome is selected from the leftmost pane, the zoomable map in the centre panel is immediately updated without page transition. Users can search through genome annotations from the search box located at the top right corner. Search results are listed in the rightmost panel and their corresponding locations within the map are shown with markers (red pins). Here, the search target can be limited to all genes, tRNAs, and rRNAs by selecting the corresponding switches located next to the search box. Keyword search goes through the entire annotation stored in the backend database, and regular expressions are allowed for experts. For example, "thr [A-Z]" searches for genes named thrA, thrB..., thrZ, and "(thr|rrn)" searches for genes containing either "thr" or "rrn" in their annotations. For the Pathway Map, enzymes can be searched by the compound names that the enzyme catalyzes. Alternatively, GenomeProjector can be searched using sequence similarity based on BLAST. Clicking on the "BLAST Search" button located next to the keyword search box opens up a new window where a user inputs a sequence of interest. Here the sequence can be raw sequence or single or multiple FASTA formatted entries of both nucleotide and amino acid. Type of the molecule (whether nucleotide or amino acid), corresponding program (blastn or blastp), and backend database (genome or proteins) are automatically interpreted. With sequencebased search, E-values are shown in the Search Result panel next to the gene names. Figure 1 Screenshot of Genome Projector. This screenshot shows the circular genome map of Escherichia coli K12 searched with the keyword "tRNA" for all annotated genes and the detailed information window for the ygfZ gene. The leftmost pane shows the list of available genomes, the upper-right corner contains the search box, the rightmost pane shows the search results, and the main window contains the zoomable maps that can be readily switched using the tabs above.
Screenshot of Genome Projector
Clicking on the markers or objects in the map opens up an information balloon, which shows a summary of annotations, links to external databases including KEGG, PDB, UniProt, and NCBI, and a 3D protein structure when it is available from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [27] . The main region showing the map can be used in the same way as Google Maps; for example, mouse click and drag moves the visible region, and mouse scroll wheel or double clicking allows zooming. Map type can be toggled using the four tabs (Circular Genome Map, Genome Map, Pathway Map, and DNA Walk Map) located on top of the map window, and search results are conserved throughout the different maps. Therefore, users can observe the genomic information from many -omic contexts to see, for example, how certain genes of interest are distributed relative to the replication origin and terminus, how they are co-located, and how they act together in the biochemical pathway. Search results and map type are also conserved upon selection of different genomes, both for keyword and sequence-based searches, which allows for a comparative study among various bacterial species. Search results can be downloaded in tab-delimited text format or as sharable URLs from the search result pane. Genome Map and Pathway Map also contain an overlay map that can be toggled with buttons located in the topright corner of the maps. Full-size image of the maps can also be downloaded from the Search Results tab for further local manipulation.
Circular Genome Map
The Circular Genome Map represents the genome in circular form, a visualisation approach typical for circular bacterial chromosomes and plasmids and useful for seeing the chromosomal organisation of genes, especially in relation to replication (Figure 2A ). The outermost red and yellow rings represent the positions of genes. The outer red ring corresponds to the direct strand of genome flatfile annotation, and the inner yellow ring corresponds to the complementary strand ( Figure 2B ). Each stripe represents a single gene, with the thickness corresponding to the length of the gene. Coordinates of the gene positions are labelled both inside and outside of these two rings. Circular bacterial genomes have a single pair of replication origin and terminus, which is marked by a long yellow line running through the rings, dividing the genome into two segments. Moving clockwise from the replication origin to the terminus, the outer red ring is the leading strand and the inner yellow ring is the lagging strand.
Moving inwards, tRNAs are represented by arrows, directed in the orientation as stated in the genome flatfile: clock-wise when direct, anti-clockwise when complementary ( Figure 2C ). Because tRNAs are relatively short compared with coding genes (about 75 bp in length compared with 1 kbp of coding genes), the length of the arrows is much longer than the actual length of tRNAs. Therefore, the exact locations of tRNAs are also marked with perpendicular stripes, similar to the representation of genes in the outer rings. The stripe is blue for the direct strand and green for the complementary strand. rRNAs are represented by pink and orange stripes, depending on the strand. rRNAs tend to strongly prefer the leading strand, and in some genomes, many rRNAs are located close to the replication origin. The copy numbers of tRNAs and rRNAs have been suggested to correlate with the growth rate of bacteria [28] and are indicative of the locations of other genes selected by the replication machinery, such as essential genes and operons [29] [30] [31] .
The two innermost rings represent the GC content (brown lines) and GC skew (yellow lines) graphs, calculated with 2000 bp windows sliding 1000 bp each. GC skew is the excess of C over G in given regions, formulated as (C-G)/ (C+G) [32, 33] . In bacterial genomes, replicational selection prefers guanine over cytosine in leading strands; therefore, negative GC skew value is typically observed in leading strands and positive skew in lagging strands. In fact, GC skew is often utilised to define the positions of the replication origin and terminus in bacterial genomes. In Genome Projector, a thin green ring that runs through the GC skew ring indicates the zero position, and values inward of this ring are negative, and those outward are positive. Although this green ring is not visible in lower zoom depth, note that the distance between the rings of GC-contents and GC-skew is larger for negative valued region corresponding to the leading strand. The replication origin and terminus are predicted from the cumulative GC skew shift points at single base pair resolution [34] .
Genome Map
The Genome Map represents the genome in a traditional genome browser layout, where genomic features (i.e., genes) are displayed with boxes around linear chromosomes laid out continuously in stacked rows. Three features are displayed in the genome map view: CDS with blue stripes, rRNA with red stripes, and tRNA with green stripes. Gene names are labelled at the left side of the stripes, corresponding to the 5'-end of genes located in the direct strand, located above the coloured dotted lines, and to the 3'-end of genes in the complementary strand, located below the line ( Figure 3A ). This view is useful to see the lengths of gene and their neighbours, overlapping or forming operons (polycistrons) that are transcribed together as a single mRNA. tRNA genes are often transcribed together as operons; therefore, clustering of green stripes is observed in many bacterial genomes. Likewise, operons usually share identical prefixes in gene names and have similar biological functions. Because bacterial genomes are highly compact, large percentages of genes overlap [35, 36] . In many bacterial genomes, genes are also preferentially located on the leading strand; therefore, genomes with a highly skewed architecture in this respect have a continuous strand preference that reverses halfway through the genome.
At the maximum zoom level, the line representing the chromosome (the horizontal line in the middle in the following image) is composed of coloured pixels showing the actual nucleotide sequences ( Figure 3C ). In most bacterial genomes, each pixel represents a single base, but in larger genomes, each pixel may represent the most frequent base among several bases. Above the line is a graph of averaged nucleotide content visualised like chromatograms. Here, A is shown in red, T in green, G in yellow, and C in blue.
Similar to the hybrid satellite map in Google Maps, semitransparent layers can be overlaid on the Genome Map, which can be toggled with buttons located in the upperright corner ( Figure 3B ). In Genome Projector, the overlay for the Genome Map shows the predicted gene expression levels calculated using the Codon Adaptation Index (CAI) [37] . CAI measures the relative adaptiveness of the synonymous codon usage bias of a gene towards that of highly expressed genes, usually using ribosomal protein-coding genes as a reference set. CAI ranges from 0 to 1, which is represented by a colour spectrum ranging from red to green, respectively.
Pathway Map
The Pathway Map in Genome Projector is based on the Roche Biochemical Pathway wall chart available from the ExPASy proteomics server [38] . This view provides a bio- The Roche Biochemical Pathway wall chart is extremely comprehensive compared with other existing pathway databases, because it displays the reactions, enzymes, metabolites, chemical structures of compounds, activations and inhibitions, and reversibility of reactions, while displaying the entire pathways collectively within one view. Although the majority of the existing pathway databases intentionally hide some of this information or subdivide the pathways, the Roche Biochemical Pathway wall chart allows system biologists to gain a comprehensive understanding of cellular components at a glance. Because of the large size of the map and the details within, the Roche Biochemical Pathway wall chart is an ideal platform to be viewed using ZUI.
Circular Genome Map
The Roche Biochemical Pathway wall chart shows the collection of all biochemically known molecules, so the enzymes and reactions depicted here are not necessarily present in all organisms. Using the semi-transparent overlay layer that can be toggled with the buttons located in the top-right corner, Genome Projector highlights only the enzymes that are present in the specified genome and greys out the rest ( Figure 4B) . Here, the presence of enzymes in a genome is identified by matching the EC number between the KEGG and ExPASy ENZYME databases.
Genome Map

DNA Walk Map
DNA Walk is a vectorial representation of DNA sequences transformed into a planar trajectory [39] . Two pairs of complementary nucleotides (A-T, G-C) are suitable for a two dimensional vectorisation, so the DNA sequence is visualised by drawing the trajectory of nucleotides moved upwards for A, downwards for T, to the right for G, and to the left for C. DNA Walk is therefore the integrated representation of GC skew and AT skew and, conversely, GC skew can be considered the projection of DNA Walk in the GC vector. The origin of DNA Walk (i.e., position 1 in a genome flatfile) is marked by a cross-section of grey axes, and nucleotides change colour from red to green as the position of the given nucleotide progresses within the sequence.
DNA Walk reveals patterns in genomic sequences. Clustering of repeats, palindromes, horizontally transferred genes, telomeres, and GC skew can be easily spotted using this visualisation approach [40] . Figure 5A and 5B shows a highly selected example, a genome of Clostridium perfringens that shows extremely biased AT/GC skew resulting in a linear V-shaped visualisation, where the two converging lines correspond to the two replichores, and that of Gloeobacter violaceus, where no linear region is visibile and therefore no GC skew is observable. The linear segment corresponds to a region with continuously biased nucleotide content, and in bacterial species with circular chromosomes that contain only one finite origin of replication, a genome should be divided into two linear segments in the DNA Walk representation. In most genomes, a characteristic large hairpin-like structure can be observed at local regions of asymmetric nucleotide composition, in lengths of many kilobases ( Figure 5C ).
Development API and data mapping service
The entire software system of Genome Projector is available as free software under the GNU General Public License for installation in custom Web servers, and the system can be used with other types of maps, backend databases, and genomes. Detailed documentation about system installation, use of custom databases and Perl programming API for the creation of four views available in Genome Projector with other genomes and for the creation of zoomable maps using Google Maps API from any image file, is available at the Web site [26] .
To allow for quick mapping of experimental data onto Genome Projector using the semi-transparent overlay layer, we provide at our Web site a mapping service where users can upload their own data to be visualised on two of the Genome Projector maps, Genome Map and Pathway Map [41] . The required data format is basically a CSV (comma-separated vector) format with 3 columns (2 required and 1 optional), where each line represents an entry that contains the location or name of the entry, colour, and size (optional), similar to other pathway mapping services provided by the G-language Project [9, 42] . Entry name can be specified by locus tags, gene names, EC numbers, or genomic positions.
AJAX ZUI and tabbed browsing
Many genome browsers are currently available, including the aforementioned Gbrowse, UCSC Genome Browser, and Ensembl. As a genome browser, the functionality of Genome Projector is rather limited compared to these software tools, in terms of the amount of information contained, semantic zooming, and customizability. On the other hand, these software tools require page transition between the different zoom levels, and although that is not a problem in terms of functionality, the user experience of Genome Projector should provide a proof-of-concept of AJAX ZUI approach. Moreover, Genome Projector was designed not as just a genome browser, but as a browsing gateway for omics information, including genome, transcriptome, and biochemical pathways, which requires comparative perspective between multiple species and multiple viewpoints. To this end, Genome Projector provides quick and intuitive means to switch between the organisms and views with tabbed browsing user interface, so that certain gene of interest can be analyzed from different biological context. Coupling of ZUI and tabbed browsing is a unique feature provided by Genome Projector. It is also worth noting that although ZUI is available in local software such as Apollo [43] and with SVG-based web application BioViz [44], Genome Projector is readily usable without installation or browser plug-ins.
DNA Walk Map
Limitations
Genome Projector is currently limited to bacterial species with circular chromosomes due to a focus on the effects of genome organisation relative to replicational selection. Although the Circular Genome Map may only be applicable to these bacterial species, the overall interface implemented using AJAX and the visualisation concept utilising ZUI coupled with tabbed browsing should in principle be applicable to a variety of biological information. However, to extend the ZUI to eukaryotic genomes, which are 1000-fold larger than those of bacteria, the maximum zoom level should be extended 5 more levels ( roughly equals 5), which will require significantly larger computational time and disk space, and semantic zooming is preferable at such a depth. Moreover, since the Roche Biochemical Pathway wall chart lacks many plant specific pathways, use of other pathway database may be considered for the Pathway Map for the application of Genome Projector to plant genomes; nevertheless, ZUI approach itself should be applicable for these species.
Semantic zooming is a visualisation technique that changes the representation method depending on the magnification or zoom levels, mostly by altering the degree of abstraction at each level [45, 46] . Most existing genome browsers, such as the UCSC genome browser [47] , Ensembl [48] , and Gbrowse, as well as the aforementioned pathway databases, take advantage of semantic zooming to present large amounts of information while allowing the users to browse in multiple scales. Because the current version of Genome Projector does not utilise semantic zooming, each of the maps contains less information compared with the above tools and databases developed for their specific purposes. However, semantic zooming can also be utilised with ZUI, and the Google Maps API supports the use of different abstractions at each zoom level. Enhancement of Genome Projector with semantic zooming and its application to eukaryotic genomes will be a focus of our future work.
Conclusion
This paper reports the development of a Web-based application named Genome Projector, a searchable genome browser with ZUI using Google Maps API and tabbed browsing for multiple -omic layers, especially focusing on the chromosomal organisation of genetic elements in bacterial genomes. Genome Projector currently contains 4 views for 320 bacterial genomes: circular genome map, traditional genome map, biochemical pathway map, and DNA walk map. Genome Projector is useful as a gateway to multi-scale and multi-layered -omic information.
Availability and requirements
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